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Introduction 

A method of syntl1('~i" of all RC larlder network with Cl giY'>!l (ransfer 

\-oltagp ratio by remoyal nf pOlf>S Kill he IH'{>spnt,>,l. Th" zero shifting is done 

only by re3istance, applying a minimum of capacitance;; for the synthe;;is. 

The high-pa:,,, and low-pa;:s ladder network tested ill the first part of 

th,: paper is shown in Fig. 1. \ short :-'\l111111al"y of the result" is giyen here. 

Thp transfer function of an RC ladd .. r I1ptwork ean J,p writtpn in thp following 

form: 

(1) 

where 
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n XI x:.! 
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TllP paramett'r ::11 of the ("'''-port can 1)(' expressed as: 

(2) 

o 12 

The parameter )"22 can hp t'xprt:;;sed as: 

(3 ) 

where 

" This paper is abridged from a Doctor's Thesis prt.'-ented at the Faculty of Electrica 1 
Engineering of the Technic(,j Uniyersity. Budapest. 
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The transfer fUllction (1) can he realized by the high-pass network in 
Fig. la if and only if 111 nand tlH' parametE'r '::::1I' given in (2), fulfills the 
following condition: 

(i = 1,2, ... , n) . (4) 

Hence. rhe condition for the transfer function: 

(i = L 2, ...• n) (5 ) 

i-c::J-
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The tramfer function (1) can he realized by the low-pass ladder network 
in Fig. 1b if and only if the param('te1" .'"22 of th(' network. giyen in (2). fulfillf' 
the following condition: 

". , 1 ( i 1,4, ... , m). 

Hence, thE' condition for tlw transfer function: 

(i L 2, ... , m). 

(6) 

(7) 

In both cases, the method of synthesis was giyen for proving thE' ahove
mentioned statements. 

The synthesis of the general transfer function 

If the transfer function satisfies neither condition (5) nor (7) the synthesi5 
can he done as follow5. Let us factorize the tran:::fer function to hc realized 
as product of two factor;;:. ~atisfying conditions (5) and (7), respectiyely: 



where 
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G(:;) = G'(S) G"(S) , 

G' ( S) = K --,--,---",-,--,,-,--=:,., 
(8-'- p~) (s-1- p~) 

G"(s) 
A"(s) 

B"(s) 
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(8) 

The quantities :x;. p;,:x7 and (37 have subscript:' in increasing order. According 

to what has heen shown ahov(': 

:x; > /3; (i 

:x'; < (3: (i 

1. ~. ' g) 

1. :2. k), 
(9) 

It is easy to see that there are always severalm('ans of factorization. Realizing 
transfer functions G'(s) and G"(s), connecting the t'wo net-works in cascade so 
that the impcdance level of the second is chosen much high('r than that of the 

first, the transfer function of this network approximates the transfer function 
to be l"t'alized. If, however, a great differ(,llc(' between the impedanc(' levels 

of the two n('twork part::: is undesirahl(' and the transfl'r function is to he 
realized accurately, th('n another method of synthesis is needed. 

It is easy to prove the correctn('ss of thp tran;;;fer function of the two 

two-ports in cai'cade (Fig. 2) in the following form: 

G (10) 

F or a low-pass ladder network S' with zeros at and a high-pa:,,, 
ladder network cV" with zeros at -x;:, the parameters of the two tow-ports 
can be written as: 

L' ' (s '.,.. :xi)~! -'- :x~) ____ .:....(s..:::- Y.g ) 

(s-1-b;) (s r)~)", (s-'-6;,) 

H' (s+P~) (s--c~):, ,.(s="-;,) 0== H' 

L' A'(s) 

D'(s) 

(s-'-b;) (s ()~)", (s-'-6;,) D'(s) 

H" = H n E"(1 
(s-'-(~{)(s-'-b~)", (s-'-()~) D"(s) 

L" L" .4"(s) , 
(s-'-bn(s-'-6;) , , , (s-b~) D"(s) 

(11 ) 
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Fig. :: 

The following conditions are to be fulfilled (subscript:' of quantities ();_ ();" 8: 
and 1-<' indicate increa~ing order~): 

DCllote: 

:xi:;::::(); (i=1.2 .. g) 

) " , . 
; (i·= 1. 2 .... h) 

.I(s) 

D(s) 

.1'(s) A"(s) 

D'(s) D"(s) 

E(s) £'(8) £"(8) 

1. 

(I 2a) 

(12b) 

(l2c) 

(12rl ) 

(Ba) 

(Bb) 

511h~tituting tlw two-port parameters giyen III (11) into (10) the following 
expn,~~ion for the tran"fer functio]] arises: 

G(s) 
H]L' L" A(s) 

H1D(s)-'--H2E(s) 

Comparing (H) with (1) yields tht, relationship: 

B(s) 

(14) 

(15) 

(15) \\ ill he used to determine the quantities b;, b7, 8; and 07 as well as H] 
and H" nCt'ded for the synthesis. This means (2n -!- 2) unknowns altogether, 
but (15) giyes only (n + 1) equations, hence (n -!- 1) unknowns may he 
arbitrarily chosen, only that besides (15), conditions (12) must he fulfilled. 

This rrohlt~I11 can he solved as follows. 
The (n ~ 1) arhitrary unknowns will he the quantities H l , h; and b'f. 

Quantities b; and bf' are to he chosen so as tn satisfiy, besides (12b) and (12d) 
the following conditions: 

(16a) 

(16h) 
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Such a choice l~ alwavs possible hecau~t' of (9). HI should he Il1 th" interyal 

. min «I : B(O) : hol ' 
D(O) , 

(17) 

where ho represents the smallest positiye yalw' of h, if any, where the equation 

B(s) hD(s) = 0 has a douhle root on the negatiyf" real axis. 

Below it will he proYf"d that choosing HI and the polynomial D(s) in 

the way previously deserihed, the polynomial E(s) determined hy (15) :-:atisfie" 

the conditions (12a) and (12c). In the limiting case where HI = 0, E(s) B(s) 
and so (12a) and (12e) are satisfied, too. ]wcanse of (16). As the zeros of the 
polynomial E(s) ean mignltf' only continously if HI is changcd. it is ';UI"(' that 
for sufficient small yahH'~ of HI the conditions (12a) and (12c) are ~atisfif'd. 

Let nO:' determine the upper limit of H j • If B(s) and D(s) happen to ha\!' a 

common zero this ,,-ill he a zero of E(s), too, at any \alue of HI' i.e. the zero 

does not migrate ,,-ith increa:,ing HI' hut remains in the interyal defined hy 
(12a) and (12c). l"especti\!'ly. The other zeros of E(s), confined hy t\\-n zeros 

of D(s), remain in the interyal defined by these two zeros as long a,; tl1f'y do 
not turn into complex \alues. :\amely none of such zeroi' of E(s) can reach 

a zero of D(s) for a finite yahu' uf H 1, because then it would he a zero of B(s), 
too, a special caSe dealt ,,-ith separately. A. root of E(s) can have a complex 

value only if two of it:;: roots have prcyiously coincided on the real axis., 

requiring the condition H j < h()' Prescribe that HI / B(O)/D(O) and Hl < 1. 
so that no zero of E(s) should get to the po,.itivp axis through the origin am1 

~o through the infinity, rcspectively. 

Now let us detrrmine h()" The equation B(s) hD(s) = 0 can haq~ 

a double root at a ginn point only if the equation dBk)!ds h[dD(s)/ds] 0 
has a root there, too. Eliminating h from the two relationships ,ne gt~t the 
following equation for the locu;:; of the contingent douhl .. root: 

B(s) ~D(s) 
ds 

(IB(s) 
D(s) _.c._ = 0 

ds 
(18) 

Tht~ negative roots of this equation and the pertHmmg h yalue:" are to 

he determined and the smallest of these ,-alnes giH~s hf)" Eyidently roots of (18) 
are of interest only in intrryals defined hy two adjacent zeros of B(s) hetween 

which D(s) has no zero, and in which intervals B(s) and D(s) haye the iiamc 
;;:ign. This simplifies the determination of ho' :\ otice that the factorization giyen 

in (8) and the choice of D(s) can he always made so that D(s) has a zero hetween 
any two adjacent zero;;: of B(s). and "0 one nf'ed not to he concerned with 

determining ho' 
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The particular steps of the synthesis are: 
1. To factorize according to (8) the transfer function to he realized 

into two factors, which satisfy conditions (9). 
2. Choosing polinomials D'(s) and D"(s) as to satisfy conditions (12h), 

(16a) and (I2d), (16h), respectiyely. 
3. Choosing H j in thc internl defined by (17). 
-1. In knowledge of H j and the polynomial D(s) = D'(s) D"(s) detenni

nation of the polynomial E(s) according to (IS). 
S. Factorizing the polynomial E(s) to the product of two polynomial:,; 

(E(s) E'(s) E"(s)) so that E'(s) and E"(s) satisfy conditions (I2a) and (12c), 
respectively. 

6. Choosing any of quantitit>s H' and H" and determining tht' other 
according to (I3h). 

7. \Vriting parameters ."2:1 and ::11 according to (11), and realization of 
both part:' of tht' network by the method giyen in the first part of thi" paper. 

Equivalent networks 

To compare the equiyalent networks on the basis of the constant 1\.. in 
the transfer function (1). let us determine the expression for 1\... From (14): 

(19) 

As the two-port does not attenuatt' at zero frequency, when the output ter

minal is open-circuited: 

j~j(O) L' 11 'X; 
(20) 

.Y~l(O) H' 11 F~ 
. I 
I 

If the shunt arms of the ladder network contain onlv zeros at infinity. I.e. 110 

x; is defined, (20) takes the following form: 

y;[(O). 

Y~AO) 

L' 

H' 

1 

Il Fi 
I 

1. (20a) 

This will affect subsequent relationships, but will not be discussed here III 

detail. From (20): 

11 F' 
. I 

l ' H' I 
~ = -11 ~ . 

X, 
(21) 
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The t,HJ-port .,;f! does not attenuatp at infinite frequency, when the output 

terminal is open-circuitf'd, hence, 

L" H". 

Suh:-:titnting (21) and (22) into (19) and applying (I3h): 

K (23) 

Obyiously. the smaller is Hp the greatt'l' the ,-ahw of K. In limiting case 

= pc' and so 

11 rJ; 
K I 

JI 
(24 ) 

The yahw of Ko depends on the decomposition according to (8), i.e. on the 

g~'ouping of Xi and /If defined by (9). It can be sho',-n by a somewhat lengthy 

argument that Ko ·will be maximum for the following way of grouping: the 
elements of the same subscript get into similar groups, namely, for every value 

of i if x, > Pi' then both "ill helong to the group with OIl(> comma and if 

Xi .< (ff' then to the group'" with two commas. \'i/ith increasing HI' K decreases 
1110notonou8ly, partly because of the factor (1 - HI)' partly because for the 
aboyc grouping the zer08 of the polynomial E(s) are shifted to the right along 

the real axis. if HI i5 increased. But choosing H] i'ufficiently small, the coeffi
cient J( may <1S5U111e a value as near to the maximum Ko belonging to the 
abov(> grouping as dpsired. 

::\e,-ertheless, for a very low value of HI' according to (l3b) the value 
of the product H' H" is a yery high one, while if HI is near to unity, H' H" is 
yery small. In both cases the impedance leyels of the networks c\;' and Sf! 
are Yery different, and this is in general ullfayourahle. The two impedance 

leyds will be nearly equal if H' H" "'''' L i.e. HI~~: 0.5. 
::\ otice that if the transfer function to he realized has a zero at infinity, 

rht> order of tht> denominator of y~~ may he by one less than the order of it~ 
numerator. i.e. for D(s) a polynomial of order (1/ - 1) can be chosen. The pro

cedur., rt>mains unchanged, only (13h) change,:; into: 

H'H" = _1_ 
HI 

K 
f 1 i'~ 

. I 
I 

(25) 

(26) 
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Finally, the sallle synthesis is possible if _V' is a high-pass ladder network 
and _V;' is a low-pas~ OJ1f'. Since the steps are the same a" descrihed ahove, 

instead of details, an example will be presented. 

Example 1 

Let us realize the following transfer function: 

C(s) A 
(s-5)2 (s+9) 

:2) (8-'-4) (s-15) 

The synthesi~ will be dOlW fir~t 1)\· the traditional method. Input impedance 

of t he following: form \I·ill Iw eho"pll: 

Hen' (( 0.750 anr1 Cl = 0.267 (see Fig. 3). Further 

s~-l:2.:2.) 5-,-21.75 
Z:!( . .;) = - ...... -~- -----.-.-. 

(8":"1)(8-'-3) 

-. i:;. 

~~ -
J-y~_rt-ir--J~ 

-. =: 0·· 0::- :: 

Fiu . . j 

The ,-aIue of Z2(8) at hoth zero,. to he realized is negatiyp (Z2(-5) -1.81 
and Z2(-9) -0.1.36). hf'nee no zero shifting can he done with shifting 

resistance. Realize first tllP z/'ro at 8 = -,) hy <: series RC configuration in 
shunt arm and for this jmrp0,.e try the following decomposition of Z2: 



a 
-- Z~(s)_ 

s --J 

Since Z~(-;)) O. (l = -:-.:24, hut Rei' Z~(s) =-' 5.:25. !wncf' Z~(s) i" not realizahle. 
5-· --I 

Neither tht· following rleeompo:"ition lead~ to a n'~ult: 

a 

So:: :; 

a) Either to d\()o~(' th., ~hiftilli! imp .. dall(," in tli .. fnllowilliL fOl'lll: 

ZJs) 

b) ()r lo try rcalizinp: thp Zt"fO at 8 ~-- -;) hy a paraHt·1 Fte confif£uration 
In seri('~ arnl. 

e) Ch to try rt'<llizing the zero at " -,- -(j fir~t. According to the Ia~t 

p();;~ihility Z:! can J)P tl('comp">,,,d as: 

1.25 (8-:2) (s-9) 

1) (:;-3) 

and the ~ynth,'"i~ nlll !)I' continued ,,-ithout difficultil'~. The whole network i" 

seen in Fig. 3. whp/'{, RI = 0.750, C j 0.:267. R2 1.50, C2 0.800. R~ 1.31, 
C3 = 0.0847. R j 3.50. R;, = 0.971. C:; 0.:206. Rn = 0.400, yielding: J-:' = 

0.034--:-. 

Now. lwri'orming the synthesis hy tilt' llwthod "llOwn in this paper. the 

qnantities Xf and r-r. an' grouped w that Ko should lw maximum: 

Xl cc.-, .) 

(3; o=.~ :2 

x~ = 9 
I)~ = 15 

, 
x:! 
0' 
fJ:! 

-) 

_. -I 

On tIlt' hasis of (Hi) the polynomial D(s) can Jw ehoS!'n in the following form: 

()~ = 3 

As D(s) has a zpro hetween any two adjacent z\'ros of E(s), ha need not be 

determined. A~ B(O)!D(O) 0.8889, according to (17) H j ean he chosen in 
the interyal: 
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0.889 

(23) yielded the yalue of the "multiplication factor" K for seyeral ,"alue" of HI: 

o 0.1 0.2 0.5 

K 0.320 0.274 0.229 0.106 

Let us present the (letailed synthesis for the case HI 0.5. Here, the impe

dance leyels of the two parts of the network are equal. (15) yields for the 

polynomial E(8): 

1098 -'- 105 

Factorizing the polynomial E(s) deliH>rs the polynomials E'(s) and E"(s): 

E'(s) = (s - 1.368) (s- 3.882) E"(s) = s 19.75 

On the basis of (13h): 
H'H" 1. 

Let H' = 1 and H" = 1. so the parameters y,,:! anclz l1 are giyt'11 by the following 
expressions: 

(s-1.368) (s-'-3.882) " 
Z11 

(s-'-3) (s)5) 

s-'-19.75 

s-'-9 

The synthesis heing easy to eomplete the whole network IS seen ll1 Fig.-L 
The element yalues are: 

RI = 1.775 

R3 = 1.049 

R:; = 1.194 

R? = 0.9891 

R j = 2.462 

C:; 0.09302 

C" = 0.2022 

Cl = 0.08124 

Rn 1.000 

0.1 the element \"alue~ are the following: 

R1 0.1026 

R3 = 0.1164 

R:; = 0.7278 

R" 0.08177 

RI = 0.3541 

C:; 0.1527 

C" = 2.446 

Cl = 0.5648 

RG = 1.000 

The scatter of element yahlPs is greater, hut the attenuation is smaller than 

hefon'. 
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Inverting the place of the input and output in the network in Fig. 4 
and exchanging two resistances (see Fig. 5), the transfer function of the new 
network has poles and zero::: at the same points as the original one, in cor
re:-pondence with the reciprocity theorem. If HI = 0.5 the multiplication 
factor of the new net'work is K = 0.188. The :::ame network would result from 
:::ynthesis \\-ith the initial assumption that the network N' (see Fig. 2) is a high-

Fig. -J. 

J---

Fig. 5 

pas::: one and Nil is a 10'w-pass one. Accordingly, using the previous pxprp~
sion~ for E'(s) and E"(s) the following choice will be made: 

s...;-9 
and 

(8-'--3) (s+5) 
~----- -----~---

s+ 19.75 (s+ 1.368) (s+3.882) 

:\ow, S' and .. V" will haye thl~ zero at s -9 and both zeros at s = -.5. 
resppctively. 

Let us examine \\-hat happens if \\-e choose for H1 the greatest possible 
yalue, i.e. HI = 0.8889. After a :::hort calculation tllf~ following !'xpressioll::: 
for thp polYl1omialE E'(s) and E"(s) result: 

E'(s) = s(s -!- 3.78) F;"(s) s - 49.22 
and 

0,12.5. 

:\'ow it is not possible to choose the network ~V' low-pass and 1'1'" high-pass, 

as RI (see Fig. 4) "would be equal to zero becausp y'22(0) O. On the contrary: 



s(s~ 3.73) 

The synthesis l('ad~ to the llet\\~ork ill Fig. 6. Tht' multiplication factor: 

J": cc:~ 0 . .')33 . 

Thi~ is thc highp~t realizahle yalue becau"e the network dol''' not att('Illut" 

at zero frequaney. OIJ\~iously. tIll' nt'twork" in Fig",·1 to () are more ~\(h·ali'

tag('ou,,: from 5"\~('r,d HSj1p('t" than that in Fig. 3. 

J·'ig. (j 

Example 2 

On thp basis of the d,';;crilwd procedure we haye constrncted it program 

or the computer ODRA 1013 made in Poland. This program haE' been applied 

or synthesis in ca:"e of H complicatt'd transfer function. Tlw zpros of the transfer 

unction are: 

o -0.5 

The poles of the tran;:;fer function ,HP: 

PI -0.05 P1 - -0.1 P:l ~--0.13 P4 - --0.3 

Pr' - -0.55 p, - -0.62 Ps - -0.7 Pa -0.3 

TIlt' s'~nthesis resulted in tlw l1t'r\\·ork shown in Fig. 7. 

Fig. -;-

P3 -0.-1 

Plll= -0.9:2. 
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Summary 

Every transfer function "ith negative real poles and nonpositive real zeros \\"11S shown 
to bc realizable by an RC ladder network with as lllany capacitances as the degree of tlJ{' 
denominator of the transfer function. and a method of realization was presented. The essenti'11 
step of the synthesis was to factorize the transfer function to be realized to the product of 
two factors. having a low-pass and a high-pass magnitude characteristic. respectively. Accord
ingly the nel\\"Ork "'as divided into two parts connected in cascade. The lo"'-p'bs one contained 
capacitance,; unly in the shunt arms and the high-pass one only in the series arms. The para
meters of the two parls could be determined from the transfer function. The two parts could 
be realized hy the method of the removal of poles using rt'sistances to the' zero shifting only. 
An additional possihility "'ith th ... d,'scrilwd method is to optimize the value of the gain to 
a certain f'xtpllt. 
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